Abstract. A nonnegative weight w on R" satisfies the Ax condition iff SUP IÖF' ■ f wdx) ■ exp| --f log -dx > < oo.
where C is independent of Q, Q ranges over the family â of all cubes in R", and | Q \ is the Lebesgue measure of Q.
The class A,(R") is defined as a class of all w satisfying (2) --1 wdx < C • ess-infw.
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The class AX(R") has been introduced by C. Fefferman forp = oo. It is a class of all weights w for which there exist positive numbers a, 8 in (0,1) such that for every pair (F,Q), F being a measurable subset of Q G & satisfying |F|<o|ô|, the following inequality holds:
JF Jq B. Muckenhoupt [1] has shown that Ax(Rn) = Up<o0Ap(R") (see [2] for a simplification). It is clear that (2) can be considered as a limit case of (1) For the proof it is sufficient to remark that (8) is equivalent to (4) with w = exp(/) and then apply Theorem 1.
This fact can also be proved directly, which leads to an alternative description of A^R") similar to that obtained in [4] for AX(R"). Lety+ = max(j>,0). eee? l Q > It has been noted in [4] that w G AX(R") iff elog w G BLO for some e > 0. It is easy to check that BLO00 = BLO1 n BLO. Indeed, BLO00 G BLO1 and the assumption/ E BLO1 implies 0=£ log mQ(ef) -mQ(f) < C< +oo.
In conclusion, note that the equality Bx(Rn) = lAp<00Ap(R") can easily be proved with the help of well-known facts from the theory of BMO. if l/(p -1) < c2. Therefore w E Ap(R") if p > 1 + l/c2. The inclusion U"<00Ap(R") C BX(R") is a simple consequence of Jensen's inequality.
